Probabilistic density maps to study the spatial organization of endocytosis.
Despite a large body of publications on endocytosis, only a few studies have focused on its spatial organization. To study how endocytosis is related to distinct cellular sites, we combine cell normalization by the "micropatterning technique" with the quantification of spatial organization by "probabilistic density mapping." Micropatterns of extracellular matrix proteins impose adhesive and non-adhesive areas to cultured cells and allow the control of adhesion geometry, shape, and cell organization. Probabilistic density maps provide a visual summary for 3D localization of the structures of interest and enable the extraction of robust statistics for quantification of cellular organization. Here, we provide a method to analyze and compare the spatial distribution of endocytosed ligands in micropatterned cells. This approach permits to establish the role of cellular adhesion on uptake mechanisms and to address the potential function of predefined sites of endocytosis.